MacCleaner Pro 2.0 for macOS Major Update - New Design - New
Features
June 18, 2020
Nektony announces MacCleaner Pro v.2.0, a professional program addressed to those Mac users
who suffer from low disk space and slow system performance. MacCleaner Pro can safely clean
up and speed up a Mac with just a few clicks. It allows you to find and remove useless junk stuff,
such as cache, logs, mail attachments, language files, installations, screenshots. Version 2.0
brings major improvements to the entire program from the interface design to the Mac cleanup
and speedup features.
Odesa, Ukraine - Nektony is proud to announce the release of MacCleaner Pro v.2.0, a
professional program addressed to those Mac users who suffer from low disk space and slow
system performance. Generally, the first thing most users do to speed up their Macs is to clear
cache files. In fact, there are dozens of other types of unneeded files that occupy useless disk
space and there are other reasons for a slow Mac.
MacCleaner Pro can safely clean up and speed up a Mac with just a few clicks. It allows you to
find and remove useless junk stuff, such as cache, logs, mail attachments, language files,
installations, screenshots. It helps to free up RAM, disable startup programs and extensions,
reindex Spotlight and Mail, manage disk space, and many more. As a result, you recover
significant free disk space and can again enjoy a smoothly-working Mac computer.
Unlike other cleaning apps for macOS, MacCleaner Pro provides additional Pro tools and helps
for deep disk cleanup. With the bundle's additional applications, you can find and remove
duplicate files of all types, clear similar photos, and even merge similar folders. With the help of
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other Pro tools, you can completely uninstall apps, manage extensions, find and show hidden
files, and monitor memory usage by apps on your Mac.
Making your Mac work faster and cleaning up your hard drive is super easy with MacCleaner Pro.
All you need to do is to launch the app, select the cleanup and speedup options, and click to
perform them. It will take less than a minute to safely remove unneeded files and fix a slow Mac.

Best strengths
●

see what's taking space on your disk, including files in the "Other" category

●

analyze and manage your disk space usage; discover the bulkiest items

●

remove junk files on your disk (caches, logs, mail attachments, and more)

●

speed up your Mac with a few clicks

●

find and remove duplicates of all types of files

●

completely uninstall apps, manage their extensions, remove apps' leftover files

●

monitor memory usage by apps

●

find, show and operate hidden files

System requirements:
●

macOS 10.11 or later

●

64-bit processor

Pricing and Availability:
MacCleaner Pro is available to download on Nektony's website. A free trial with the support of all
unlimited options can be used for 7 days after the first usage. After 7 days you can use the
program with a limited set of options. The Pro mode costs $44.95 (USD) and is a one-time
purchase.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable, and efficient applications for all Mac
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fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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